RocketSpace Mobility Tech Innovation
Collaborative
Founded by BP and RocketSpace

All you need to know about cohort 4!
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In this pack you’ll find out…

1. About the RocketSpace & BP Premier Mobility Tech Innovation Collaborative
2. Benefits of taking part
3. Case Study: FreeWire Technologies
4. What we’re looking for
5. Key program dates
6. How to get involved (i.e. the application process!)
7. FAQs

Click here to apply now!
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1. RocketSpace & BP’s Premier Mobility Tech Innovation Collaborative
RocketSpace and BP’s Premier Mobility Tech Innovation Collaborator Program is the only future of transportation innovation
collaborative that offers a real world platform to deliver multiple test, learn, and explore opportunities with global corporate
industry leaders across the mobility technology value chain. Through the program our dedicated corporate collaborators will
work with you, mentoring and funding a rapid and results-oriented 12 week PoC to give you the opportunity to grow your
business. We won’t demand any equity and will also offer you early access to VCs along the way.
RocketSpace, BP, Avis Budget Group, IBM and Renault Nissan Mitsubishi Alliance invite you to apply to be a part of cohort
4 so that together we can continue to impact the future of mobility for consumers, businesses and cities on a global scale!

Click here to apply now!
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2. The benefits of taking part

Real World
Market Testing

Grow your network

Product Validation +
Iteration

Go Global

No cost!

$
Test your product
or service at
scale in a safe
corporate
environment with
one or more
leading global
brands & generate
real learnings

Our corporates
consider the PoC a
starting point &
hope to continue
working with you
– growing your
business & helping
you to open doors!

Validate, iterate,
and optimize your
product through
invaluable feedback
and resources
from the corporate
partner(s) & their
experts!

Learn what it takes to
sell and scale your
product worldwide
with the credibility of
commercial
agreements from the
global industry
leaders.

There is no cost to
join our program and
we never ask for
equity! We also offer
you early access to
VCs if you’re thinking
of opening up a
funding round!

Click here to apply now!
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Case study: Freewire Technologies

BP is committed to supporting the transition to a lower carbon economy through focusing on
reducing its own operational emissions, improving its products to enable customers to lower their
emissions and creating low carbon businesses. BP through its Ventures and Downstream
Innovation team identify emerging trends and businesses, making strategic investments and testing
technologies and solutions for their scalability.
In the first cohort of the Mobility Tech Accelerator, BP selected and worked directly with one of the
participating startups on this technology gap, Freewire. Through the program, Freewire was able to
pilot test their solution for mobile fast charging at BP forecourts to validate the opportunity with BP.
Accelerator program leads to $5 million
investment by BP to roll-out the deployment of
mobile fast charging to its stations across
Europe

In January 2018 BP announced a $5 million investment in FreeWire, helping it provide rapid
charging at its retail sites in Britain and Europe, as demand for cleaner vehicles is expected to soar.
Using FreeWire’s mobile system BP can respond very quickly and provide charging facilities at
forecourts wherever there is the greatest demand without needing to make significant investments
in today’s fixed technologies and infrastructure.
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4. What we’re looking for
In order to be considered to take part and apply for this amazing opportunity, you must:

1

Be at Seed to Series B

… in your funding

1

Electrification

2

Connected Vehicles

3

Autonomous Driving

2

Have an MVP ready

… ie. a Minimum Viable Product
(hardware, software or service)
ready to test or scale

4

5
6

3

Be challenge aligned

… Your product/ service addresses
one of more of the below industry
Mobility Challenges

Shared Mobility products & services
Big data and analytics
New enterprise models
*

*Examples of the challenge areas can be found in the FAQ section on slide 10

Click here to apply now!
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5. Key program dates

•

Online
Applications

Next stage
applications

August – 2nd
November 2018

November 2018–
February 2019

Scoping your
POC (with the

Running your
POC (with the

corporates)

corporates)

February 2019 –
March 2019

March 2019 – June
2019

The initial application stage will run in cycles (1 closing 21st Sept, 2 closing 12th Oct and 3 closing 2nd Nov) giving the opportunity
for early review/ progression by the corporates.

•

If successful in the initial stages you will be invited to attend an in-person Scoping Event in London 19th – 20th February 2019.

•

Following the completion of your POC with the corporate partners you will be invited back on 25th June 2019 to our Demo Day to
show off what you’ve achieved.

Click here to apply now!
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6. How to get involved (the application process!)

Next stage applications (November 2018 – February 2019)
Online
Applications
August – 2nd
November 2018

Video pitch

Interviews

Send a 3min video to us
telling us more about your
company & your POC ideas

A face to face call with our
corporates discussing
potential POC ideas!
*NB. Timelines are slightly longer owing to the winter 2018 holidays.

Want to be involved in Cohort 4? Click here to apply now! – and hurry,
applications close November 2nd 2018 and corporates are already reviewing!
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7. FAQs (pt 1 of 2)
a.

How many startups get selected?

b.

The aim is to select 10 + startups.
If accepted into the program we run a POC, what’s the difference between this and a pilot?

c.

Proof-of-Concept (PoC) is a smaller scale, pre-market test in a controlled environment that validates the feasibility of a minimal viable product / solution prior to an in-market, consumer-facing
test. Typically internal and non-consumer facing. A Pilot Test is an in-market, consumer facing test in a monitored environment that validates the feasibility of a product / solution prior to
launching or scaling.
How many Corporate Collaborators can we work with?

d.

Once selected into the program, each startup will work with a single lead Corporate Partner who they will run their PoC with, but this will also be supported by multiple other corporates.
Do we need to be in person during the duration of the program?

e.

No. This program is a virtual program which does not require any company to be in person during the duration of the program. However, we do require everyone to attend the Scoping Event
and Demo Days.
How much time commitment is this program?

f.

Our program is very flexible. But our estimates are below:
• Initial application – should take no longer than 10-15mins
• 3min pitch video - it’s up to you how much prep you put into this, but you will have over 2 weeks to prepare
• Interviews – we usually limit these to 30mins but there are sometimes follow up questions
• Scoping day – a day or so prep beforehand
• POC – this is usually 12 weeks in total but actual time commitment will be agreed upon between you and the Corporate Collaborator you partner with. Touch points and day to day tasks/
communications will also be worked out between you – but our aim is always to ensure this doesn’t impact any other commitments you have for your company.
How high is the likelihood I will be running a PoC?

g.

We have structured the application process such that each startup is selected into our program by one or more of our Corporate Collaborators with the intention of working together. Thus,
there is a very high probability that you will be able to run a Proof of Concept with one of our Corporate Collaborators if selected for this program, however, PoCs are not guaranteed, even if
you are invited to the PoC Scoping Event.
What are the costs for this program?
For startups, participation in this program is free and we do not take any equity. However, all companies must cover their own transportation and accommodation costs to attend the Scoping
Event (19th – 20th Feb 2019) and Demo Day (25th June 2019). The location of these will be finalised ahead of time but are likely to be in London, UK.
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7. FAQs (pt 2 of 2)
h.

What are examples of the 6 challenge areas?
1. Electrification
Including: charging network infrastructure technology (UFC, wireless, robotic, inductive, mobile), battery chemistry (lithium-ion, solid state, aluminium-ion, emerging), battery management
(swapping, second life), energy management (grid upgrading, micro-hubs, V2G technology, smart grid, renewable fuels), electrification of buses and LGVs.
2. Connected vehicles
Including: predictive/ auto maintenance, OTA updates/upgrade, smart cockpit, blockchain, navigation/routing, infotainment services including e-billing (fuel, tolls, parking), voice ad AR
experiences, cross-OEM integration platforms, NOC or NOC solutions for a global connected fleet including security using anomaly detection, in-car (driver and vehicle condition) sensors,
global (driver) identity verification, and other safety related offers. Covering passenger / solo car, bus, personal mobility (e-scooters, e-bikes), and multi-person shuttles.
3. Autonomous Driving
Including: system safety (e.g. intelligent tel-op request for decision making), perception (smart image sensors, Lidars), computer vision-based localization and mapping, high-performance and
low-power real-time edge computing, real-time world models.
4. Shared Mobility products & services
Including: revenue generating MVPs related to car sharing, ride sharing, mobility hubs, vehicle rental, ride hailing, vehicle subscription, fleet leasing / purchasing / management, multimodal
MaaS, parking, DRT, subscription & other payment modes, e-billing (fuel, tolls & congestion charges, parking, road usage), cross modal travel experiences (data flow-through), contextual
mapping & routing (consumer and city data), curb tolls/ dynamic curb management, in-car commerce, connecting vehicles & people to city infrastructure, and Micro-geolocation.
5. Big data and analytics
Including: demand prediction & preference models, consumer offer personalisation, infrastructure optimisation, EV user-ship/ownership advocacy, first / last mile logistics optimisation (in
particular how best to deploy modular vehicles, drones, delivery bots), distribution modes (inter-modal hubs, urban warehousing, mobile warehouse, cargo bikes, locker boxes, curb-side pickups, parcel concierge, delivery to vehicle). Asset tracking & management using IOT technologies. Inter/Intra city mobility hubs.
6. New enterprise models
Including: integrated omni-channel marketplace, pricing and yield management for new / innovative mobility businesses, predictive maintenance, real time trucks position, 3D engineering and
printing, real-time monitoring of business operations (volumes and mix forecasts, performance and financials monitoring simulation and forecasts). Automating aspects of rental car businesses
(checkout, check-in, ancillaries, maintenance, troubleshooting, security, multitenant, modular space, facility coordination).
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Have another question we haven’t answered? Please feel
free to email Olivia Potts at opotts@rocketspace.com who
will happily answer any additional queries you may have..
Or click here to apply now!
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